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CLASSIFICATION OF SEMISIMPLE RANK ONE MONOIDS
BY

LEX E. RENNER

Abstract. Consider the classification problem for irreducible, normal, algebraic

monoids with unit group G. We obtain complete results for the groups SI 2 ( AT ) X K*,

Gl2(K) and PG12(AT) X K*. If G is one of these groups let <f(G) denote the set of

isomorphy types of normal, algebraic monoids with zero element and unit group G.

Our main result establishes a canonical one-to-one correspondence <f (G) = Q+,

where Q+ is the set of positive rational numbers.

The classification is achieved in two steps. First, we construct a class of monoids

from linear representations of G. That done, we show that any other E must already

be one of those constructed. To do this, we devise an extension principle analogous

to the big cell construction of algebraic group theory. This yields a birational

comparison morphism <p: Er -» E, for some r s Q+, which is ultimately an isomor-

phism because the monoid Er e é'(G) is regular.

The relatively insignificant classification problem for normal monoids with group

G and no zero element is also solved. For each G there is only one such E with

G CE.

Introduction. Let K be an algebraically closed field. An algebraic monoid is an

affine, algebraic variety E, defined over K, together with an associative morphism

m: E X E -* E and a two-sided unit 1 g E for m.

Several authors [8, 13, 19] have studied algebraic monoids. Much of that work has

been directed at the problem of relating monoid properties to properties of the unit

group. In [14], for example, it is proved that any irreducible algebraic monoid with

reductive unit group (e.g. G1„(a')) is regular.

But no one has made a serious attempt at solving the classification problem:

Given an irreducible reductive, algebraic group G, how does one ennumerate the

essentially distinct, normal, irreducible algebraic monoids E, with unit group Gl

That question is answered here completely in case G is isomorphic to Gl2(K),

S12(ü:) X K* or PG12(A-) X K*.

All of our efforts have been directed toward a classification in the spirit of modern

algebraic group theory. What is ultimately hoped for is a one-to-one correspondence

reductive, normal,      rational polyhedral

algebraic monoids      root systems

which generalizes the well-known classification for algebraic semisimple groups (see

[2, Theorem 32]). All the findings of this paper support the hope that such a

generalization is possible (see 4.5 and 5.3).
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458 L. E. RENNER

What then is a rational polyhedral root system? Let G be a reductive algebraic

group and let T £ G be a maximal torus. From the adjoint representation Ad:

T -» Aut(@) (see [2, §10.3]) we obtain the root system (X(T) ® R, <S>) of G, where

A^T) is the set of characters of T and $ C X(T) is the set of (nonzero) weights of T

on®.

If G is also the unit group of an algebraic monoid E, then the Zariski closure T of

T in E is a torus imbedding in the sense of [3 and 4]. But T has a richer structure

relating to the inclusion of T in G and the associated Weyl group action.

Let X(T) = Hom(7, a') be the set of monoid morphisms and note that X(T) ç

X(T) by restriction. We then have, by definition, the polyhedral root system (X(T), $)

of E. (This is an introductory formulation.) The picture for G = Gl2(K) and

E = M22 is as follows:

E

4

o o o

o o o

o     o     o

3—©—©—©-

•   -  X(T)

O   -  X(T)

0 - i

In this case

a    0

0    ¿B
«0*0 ,

a     0

0     /S

A"(r) = Z © Z,    generated by
a     0

0     /?
a and

a     0
0     ß ß,

X(T) = {(a, b) G X(T)\a, b > 0} = N © N,

• -{(1,-1), (-1,1)} çJT(T).

With this in mind we state the main results.

Theorem. Suppose G is one of the groups G12(Ä"), Sl2( A") X K* or PG12(ä;) X K*.

Let S(G) denote the set of isomorphy classes of irreducible, normal, algebraic monoids

with 0 and unit group G. Then there is a canonical one-to-one correspondence

S(G) = Q+, where Q+ denotes the set of positive rational numbers.

Furthermore, each E g S (G) is uniquely determined by its polyhedral root system

(X(T),<¡>).

The proof is achieved in two stages. First we construct monoids from linear

representations of G. Then we prove that these monoids exhaust the possibilities.

(The less significant case of monoids without 0 is also treated.) A major consequence

of our approach is a complete list of these polyhedral root systems. For simplicity let

G = Sl2(K)xK*.
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Example. E = £(2/3) g ê(G)

'   - X(T)

©   - X(T)

a - $

=  slope  (L)

1. Terminology and background. Let K be an algebraically closed field. An affine

algebraic monoid E is an affine algebraic variety defined over K, together with an

associative morphism m: E X E -* E and a two-sided unit 1 g E for m. See [8, 11, 9

and 13].

If E is an affine algebraic monoid then G(E) = {x g E\x~l g E) is an affine

algebraic group [5, Corollary 1.2] and G(E) Q E is an open subset in the Zariski

topology [loc. cit.]. Furthermore, dim(E\G(E)) = dim E - 1 if £ is irreducible

[10]. E°, the irreducible component of 1, is the unique, maximal, closed, irreducible

submonoid of E [loc. cit.]. 1(E) = {e g E\e2 = e) is the set of idempotents of E.

A D-monoid is an irreducible, algebraic monoid Z with G(Z) = GmX • • • X Gm,

where Gm = K* is the one dimensional multiplicative group. X(Z) = Hom(Z, A1) is

the set of characters of Z. If E is an affine algebraic monoid, a maximal D-submonoid

of £ is a P-monoid which is maximal among submonoids of E with this property. A

Z)-monoid Z is determined to within an isomorphism by the finitely generated

commutative monoid X(Z) [7, Theorem 2.6].

E is regular if for each x g E there exists a g E such that xax = x. By the results

of [12], an irreducible, algebraic monoid E is regular if and only if, for each x g E

there exists g e G(E) and e e 1(E) such that ge = x.

An irreducible algebraic monoid E is reductive if G(E) is a reductive algebraic

group [2, Chapter 10]. In [11 and 14] it is proved that any reductive monoid is

regular. This is perhaps our most fundamental finding on the subject.

An irreducible algebraic variety is normal if K[X], the coordinate ring of X, is

integrally closed in its field of fractions. It is a simple matter, using the universal

property of integral closure [17, p. 113], to see that the normalization 17: É -» E of an

algebraic monoid £ is a normal algebraic monoid and tj is a finite birational

morphism of algebraic monoids. The reader should note that monoids, unlike

groups, have singularities in general. For the simplest example, take the cusp

E = {(x, y) g K X K\x2 = y3} with coordinatewise multiplication.

If A"is a monoid (usually X(T)) and xx, x2,... ,xn e X, then (xx,... ,xn) denotes

the submonoid of X generated by xx,... ,xn.

An irreducible, algebraic monoid E is solvable if G(E) is a solvable, algebraic

group [2, Chapter 7]; or equivalently, if there exists a faithful, linear representation

2/3
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p: E -» End^F) such that p(E) consists of upper-triangular matrices (see [2,

Theorem 17.6] and [5, Theorem 1.1]).

If e g 1(E) then eEe is a closed subset of £ and is, therefore, an algebraic monoid

with identity e. We let G(e) Q eEe denote the unit group of eEe.

If x g E then Cl(x) denotes the G(£)-conjugacy class of x in E.

In this paper we are primarily concerned with monoids relating to the groups

Gl2(K), Sl2(K) X K* and PG12(A:) X K*. These monoids are all constructed from

representations of Sl2(K) X K*. We use the symmetric power representations

induced from the canonical two dimensional representation S12(AT) ç G12(A"). One

considers these all at once by extending this representation to a group of automor-

phisms of the graded symmetric algebra S*(K2) = ©k>QSk(K2) = K[X, Y].

We recall a number of basic principles from algebraic geometry.

If X and Y are irreducible algebraic varieties and <p: X -» Y is a morphism, then <p

is dominant if <p(X) c. Y is dense in the Zariski topology. For such a morphism, the

dimension theorem states that r = dim X — dim Y > 0 [17, p. 60]. Further, if

v g <p(X) then dim Z ^ r for each irreducible component Z of y~1(y) [loc. cit.]. We

shall refer to this result as the dimension theorem.

A morphism <p: X -» Y of irreducible varieties is birational if for some open set

U Q X, (pl^: U —> y is an isomorphism of U onto some open subset of Y. Zariski's

main theorem (ZMT) asserts that if Y is normal, <p is birational and ^(y) is either

empty or finite for each y g Y, then <p is an isomorphism of X onto its image

<p( X) ç Y. Further, <p( X) c y is open. In practice, ZMT is often very easy to apply.

Typically, (see 3.2 and 5.4) one constructs a birational morphism tp: X -» Y which is,

ultimately, an isomorphism. To verify this, it suffices, assuming Y is normal, to

check that <p is onto with finite fibres. In the theory of algebraic grops one may often

avoid this relatively powerful technique by invoking a homogeneity argument as in

Proposition 28.5 of [2]. However, no such homogeneity is available in a monoid.

2. Two dimensional regular monoids. This section is devoted to a discussion of

irreducible, algebraic monoids of the prototype

1    b
0

M22(K)

Our motivation here is to obtain sufficient information about irreducible, normal,

monoids E with unit group Gl2(K) to construct an open subset U Q E analogous to

u     v~
U =

y M22(K)\y*0).

The significant property of U is that the morphism

0"
<p:

defined by

<P

y*0)X

u + aby

ay

0
1

0

y

by

y.

u

is an isomorphism of varieties.
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Once we have such a subset the task of constructing morphisms from the normal

monoid E is greatly simplified (see 3.1).

Let £ be a two dimensional irreducible algebraic monoid and let G = G(E). By

[2, Ex. #4, p. 137], G is a solvable algebraic group and hence G is either

(i) unipotent or

(ii) Gm X Gm or

(iii) an extension of Ga by Gm.

We may rule out (i), since by [19], a necessary and sufficient condition for G c E

is that X(G) = Hom(G, Gm) * {e}.

2.1. Proposition. Let E be as above and assume that Gc£. Assume also that E is

not a D-monoid (i.e. G satisfies (iii) above). Then the following are equivalent.

(i) E is not commutative and does not have a zero.

(ii)£=GU Cl(e) where e G E is any idempotent e ¥= 1.

In particular, E is a regular monoid.

Proof. By our assumptions G is an extension of Ga by Gm.

By [5, Theorem 1.1] we can embed j: E -» End^F) for some V. But then

p = det°y: E -» K is a surjective morphism since p(l) = 1, p(E\G) = 0 and

p(E) cz K is an irreducible subset. We use p in the proof of (ii) => (i). (i) => (ii). By

[5, Corollary 1.4] there exists e = e2 & E, e # 1 and by [7, Corollary 1.6] e g K*

where K* Q G is some one parameter subgroup. Thus, et = te = e for all t e K*.

Since G is not commutative K* çz G is not central. But then by [2, Corollary 16.3]

K* is not normal in G either. We thus conclude that Z = UgeCgÄ'*g"1 ç G is dense

for dimensional reasons. But now dimCl(e) = 1 since otherwise ge = eg for all

g g G and this would force e g gK*g~l for all g g G and thus et = te = e for all

? g Z. But this contradicts the facts that Z c E is dense and e is not the zero

element.

Now let V ç. E \ G be an irreducible component. Then E ■ V ■ E c V since

E(E\ G)E çz E\G and E is connected. Hence, there exists/ = f2 g V[5, Corollary

1.4]. But then/ e Cl(e-) since by [2, Theorem 19.3] the one parameter subgroup of e

is conjugate to the one parameter subgroup of /. Hence, Cl(e) ç V, and by

dimension count Cl(e) = Vsince Fis irreducible. Thus, E = G U Cl(e). (ii) =» (i) It

suffices to show that if E has a zero then £ = G U Cl(e) is impossible. Now

p = det° j: E -> AT satisfies p_1(0) = £\G=.{e} by assumption. But by the di-

mension theorem we must have dim£\G > 1. This contradiction concludes the

proof.    D

2.2. Corollary. Suppose E is as in 2.1. Then either

(i) eE = C\(e) andEe = {e} or

(ii) Ee = Cl(<?) andeE = {e}.

Proof. If e, f g Cl(e) then ef = fe implies e = f since also, ef g Cl(e) (we can

think of £ ç End(F) for some V). Thus, e ■ E ■ e = {e}. Since e is not the zero

element and dimCl(e) = 1, either eE = Cl(e) or Ee = Cl(e). The conclusion thus

follows.   D
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Assume now that eE = Cl(e) and Ee = {e} (the other case is similar). The

example to keep in mind is the set of two-by-two upper-triangular matrices (a,. ■)

with an — 1.
Let K* Q G Q G(E) be the one parameter subgroup with e g K*. From the

structure theory for solvable groups [loc. cit.] the morphism of varieties

m:K* X Ga -> G,       (r, u) -» t ■ u

is an isomorphism. Further m extends to a morphism

(1) m:KxGa-* E,       (0, u) -» e ■ u.

m is surjective since £ = G U eE, but eE = eGa since the dimensions are the same

and eGa ç eE is closed.

2.3. Proposition. Let E be as above and let e e £ \ G with one parameter subgroup

K* çz G, e G K*. Then the action (t, x) -» t~xxt of K* on E extends to an action of K

on E.

Proof. We write hm,^0 t'lxt = yif the morphism <p: K* -* £, / -» í_1xi, can be

extended to AT, with <p(0) = ^. ^ is then unique because K* ç K is dense.

Since G is not commutative, the morphism p: K* -» Aut(Ga), p(i)(w) = i"1«/, is

not the trivial one. Thus, there is an isomorphism Ga = A1 such that the resulting

action p is defined on A1 by

/ -,,   s      f t ■ a or
p(0(«)-{,_i

for all t g A*. Hence, for all t g AT*, either

limiMt-1 = 1    or    \in\ t~xut = 1.
r-«0 r —0

We rule out the first case.

Suppose then, that

lim/Hi-1 = 1.
f-0

Then

limreuf"1 = lim etut'1 = e hmiMt"1 = e.
/->0 r->0 r->0

But

hm/_1ewi = lim eut = eue = e
r->0 r —0

since by definition e e K*. Thus, we obtain a nonconstant morphism (choosing u

such that eu # e, as in 2.2(i)).

P1 - £,

[t:l] -» tet/t"1,

[1 :t] ^ i"W.

But this contradicts a well-known property of P1; that it possesses no nonconstant

functions to any affine variety.
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Thus, we must have

lim t'lut = 1   for all u g Ga.
t->0

In particular, lim,_01 _1xt exists in £ for all x g £ (using the surjective morphism

of(l)).

It now follows easily that the action can be extended as claimed.    D

We now record several results about monoids £ with 0 and unit group G12(AT),

S12(K) X K* or PG12(ä:) X K*. These will be applied in §4.

2.4. Proposition. Let E be as above and let e g £ be an idempotent e¥=0orl. Let

R(e)= {ge G\eg = ege)    and   L(e) = {g <= G\ge = ege].

Then R(e) and L(e) are opposite Borelsubgroups.

Proof. See [9, Theorem 4.5].

2.5. Corollary. Let E and e be as in 2.4. Then

dim £ • e = dim e ■ E = 2.

Proof. By [12, Theorem 1], £ ■ e ç R(e) so dim £ • e < 3. Since R(e) c G there

exists m g G unipotent such that ue # e. But then dim £ • e = dim G • e ^ 2. Thus,

dim £ • e = 2. The other case is similar.   D

3. Big cell. In the study of semisimple groups, Chevalley introduced the notion of

a "big cell" which he then used to construct linear representatons in sufficient

numbers. In the more modest classification problem, solved here, a similar procedure

is needed to construct certain morphisms of algebraic monoids.

We shall need the following result from commutative algebra. For more details see

[1, §5, Lemma 1]. This basic result also has important consequences in invariant

theory.

3.1 Codimension > 2 condition. Suppose X is an irreducible, normal, affine variety

and U ç X is an open subset such that dim(Af\ U) < dim X — 2. Then any

morphism /: U -* Y from U to an affine variety Y can be extended uniquely from X

to y.

We fix notation and summarize some results about algebraic monoids.

£ is an irreducible, normal, algebraic monoid with 0 and unit group G12(AT),

Sl2(K) X K* or PG12(A:) X K*. f ç £ is the closure in £ of a maximal torus T of

G. Let e g T be an idempotent # 0 or 1 and let B and B~ be the Borel subgroups of

G containing T. Let U and U~ be the unipotent radicals of B and B~, respectively.

From [6, Theorem 3.20] it follows that 1(f) = {1, e, f, 0} with ef = 0.

Te= T \ /• fis the unique open submonoid of fwith I(fe)= {l,e}. Further, Te

is affine [15] and Te\T = Z • e where Z ç G is the identity component of the center

ofG.

Let K* ç T be the one parameter subgroup of T with e g K*. e is an element of

both K* ■ U and K* ■ U~, which by 2.1, are regular monoids.

By 2.2 and 2.5 we may assume

(2) B -e = Ee   and   e ■ B= eE.
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Consider the morphism of varieties

m: UX TeX U~-* £,       m(x, y, z) = x • y • z.

By [2, Proposition 28.5] m is birational. To show that m is finite to one, it suffices

to show that m'l(e) is finite, since by (2) above and 2.2, U X eT X U~ is an orbit

under the group action

UXZX U~x(UX eTX U~) -> (UXeTX U~),

(u, t, v)*(x, y, z) = (ux, ty, zv~x).

Suppose then that xyz = e, x g U, y = et, t g Z and z g U'. Then etz = x~le

and thus, x~xe commutes with e. But then 2.2 applied to K* ■ U implies that

x~xe = e. Similarly ez = e. Thus, te = e as well. But,

{(x, t, z) g U X Z X U~\xe = te = ez = e)

is finite, since dim(Ue) = dim(Ze) = dim(e • U') = 1.

3.2. Proposition, m: U X Tex [/"-> £ is an open embedding.

Proof, m is finite to one and birational. Since £ is normal by definition, m is an

open embedding by ZMT.   D

3.3. Corollary (Extension Principle). Let E be as above and let £' be any affine,

algebraic monoid. Suppose we are given morphisms

p:G(£)-£'   and   a: fe -+ £'

of algebraic monoids such that p\T= a\T. Then there exists a unique morphism ß:

E -» £' extending both p and a.

Proof. Let V = U X fe X U'C £ be as in 3.2. Define ß': V -^ £', ß'(x, y, z) =

p(x)a(y)p(z). So ß' agrees with p on G = G(£) and with a on Te. Thus, there

exists ß": W' -* £' extending both p and ß', where W = V U G.

By [14], £ is a regular monoid, so for any x g (£\ G)\ {0} we can find g, « G G

such that gxn = e or/. But e and/are conjugate under the Weyl group.

Thus, (£\ G)\ {0} = G • e • G is an irreducible variety. But, £\ IF c £\ G,

and so dim(£\ W) < dim £ - 2. Hence, by 3.1, the morphism /?": JF^>£'

extends uniquely to ß: E -» £'. But then /? is a morphism of monoids because

G çz £ is dense and ß\G = p.   D

4. Existence. The purpose of this section is to construct, for each of the groups

G = G12(AT), S12(AT) X K* and PG12(AT) X K*, all irreducible, normal, algebraic

monoids £ with unit group G. At the outset there are two basic types to consider,

depending on whether the monoid has a zero. Throughout this section we are

concerned only with the monoids £ with zero. The other case, which is much

simpler, will be treated in §5.

The basic strategy of the construction is straightforward and is summarized here.

Given an irreducible, normal, algebraic monoid £, there exists a representation p:

G(E) -> G1(F) such that £ s p(G(E)) ç End(F) (Zariski closure). Furthermore,

by the results of §3, it will turn out that each £ is determined by T, the closure in £
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of some maximal torus T of G (4.5). Thus, to construct the possible monoids it

suffices to enumerate the theoretically possible T's and then show that these all

actually occur using the representations of G with the appropriate weights. For

example, the monoid £ with group PG12(AT) X K* and f = {(a, b, c) g K3\b2 =

ac} comes from the binary quadratic representation of PG12(A') (i.e.: S2(K2) = K •

X2 © K ■ XY © K • y2 ç K[X, Y]).

For the remainder of this section we let G = SI2(K) X K*. The other two groups

are similar and will be discussed briefly at the end of the section.

We fix notation.

£ is a normal algebraic monoid with 0 and unit group G.

T is the closure in £ of a maximal torus T of G. We assume

T is a normal variety. This will be proved later (5.2).

X(T) = HomifA1) ç X(T).

X(T) = Hom(T, Gm) = Z® Z.

$ = {a,-a} Q X(T) the roots, t: X(f ) -* X(f), the action of the

non trivial element t g Ng(T)/T.

Since G = K* X Sl2(K) we get T = K* X H where H c S12(AT) is conjugate to

0
t g K'

t acts on T by t(x, y) = (x, y x), and thus, t acts on X(T) = Z © Z by t(w, n) =

(w, -n). Note also that $ = {(0,2), (0, -2)}.

As T is a normal torus embedding, there is a rational polyhedral cone a Q X(T)

® Q such that X(f ) = a n A"(7/) [3, p. 7-8]. (We are actually using the dual of the

construction used in [loc. cit.]).

Since T has a zero, a is the convex hull of two Unes emanating from the origin.

Further, r(a) = a since a is the convex hull of X(T) [loc. cit.].

The rationality of o means that the slope of L is a rational number.

By [6, Theorem 3.20] IT = {1, e, f, 0} and by [9, Theorem 3.10] r(e)
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By [4, p. 6] there exists Fx, F2 g X(T) such that k ■ x g <£1; £2) for all x g X(T)

and some integer k > 0. { Fx, F2 ) is unique with the property that F¡, i = 1,2, is not

a linear combination with positive rational coefficients of any other elements of

X(T). Fx and F2 are called the fundamental generators of X(T). We can identify

{ Fx, F2} on the above illustration as the integral points on the boundary of o with

minimal distance from the origin. Clearly, r(Fx) = F2, so let Fx = (m, n), F2 =

(m, -n). It is now clear that

X(f)= {(a,b)<=X(T) = Zffi Z\\a/b\ < m/n) U{(0,0)}.

Notation.

X(r):= {(a,b)^Z2\\a/b\^r) U{(0,0)},    where/-G Q + ,

f(r):= T    ifX(f) = X(r).

We now proceed to the construction. The first step is to create a monoid with

given X(r), r G Q+.

For (Â:, /) g X(r) define pkl: Sl2(K) X K* -* G1/+1(ÄT) by the formula

Pk,i(x, 0 = Sl+1(x) • xk(t), where 5/+1 is the /+ 1 - symmetric power representa-

tion and

t,\     \tk     0
xk(()=    n      k ■Lo    r.

The weights of pk ¡\Ton K'+1 are

W(k,l)= {(k,l),(k,l-2),...,(k,-l + 2),(k,-l)}.

Further, W(k, I) Q X(r).

By Gordon's lemma [3, p. 7], X(r) is a finitely generated monoid, so choose

{(m,., n,)} ç X(r) which generate it. Define

(1) P=   ePm,n:Sl2(A:)xA-*-Gl,(A:),   where t = £ n,. + s.
i-i ,=i

4.1. Lemma. Let G be a connected algebraic group with maximal torus T and let p:

G —> G1(F) be a representation. Let $(p) ç X(T) be the set of weights of p. Then

p(T) Q End(F) is a closed submonoid with X(p(T)) =(0(p)) (the submonoid

generated by $(p)).

Proof. Since T is, by definition, a £)-group, we may assume by [2, Proposition

15.4] that p(T) Q D(V), the set of diagonal matrices. Thus we can reduce to the case

G = T, p: T -» D(V) = D(®K- v¡) where {vx,...,vn} Q V is a diagonal basis.

Write V= ©aei)(p)Fa where each Va is a sum of K-v's. Now K[D(V)] =

K[xx,.. .,xn], n = dim F, where each x¡ is the character of D(V) obtained by

restricting the action to K ■ v¡. It then follows easily that p*(x¡) = a iff v¿ g F.
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Furthermore, by definition of 3>(p), each a g $(p) is hit. Thus, we obtain

p*
K[D(V)\

but the factorization is dual to

D(V)

K[T]

K[*(p)}

T

\, /

P(T)

We conclude that K[p(T)] = K[($(p))]. Thus, X(p(T)) = ($(p)>, since char-

acters are linearly independent (the proof for monoids is the same as for groups [2,

Lemma 16.1]).   D

Apply the lemma to the representation

p:Sl2(AT) XK* ^G1,(K)

of (1) and get X(p(T)) = X(r). Thus, let £' = p(S12(ä:) X K*) Q EndK(K') and

then define

Er = the normalization of £'.

It is clear that £ is a normal monoid with group G = Sl2(Ar) X K*. Notice, as well,

that T of Er is isomorphic to T of £' since under the normalization map

U

£'

U

T

<p is birational since r)|G is an isomorphism, and finite since 17 is finite. Thus <p is an

isomorphism, since by construction and 4.1, T' is normal.

Let us summarize these results.

4.2. Proposition. Let G = S12(K)X K* with maximal torus T ç G and let

X(r) = {(k, /) G Z © Z I \k/l\ < r) U {(0,0)} for r G Q+.Then there exists a nor-

mal algebraic monoid Er with 0 and unit group G such that X(T) = X(r).

It thus remains for us to construct the corresponding monoids for the groups

G12(AT) and PG12(AT) X K*. The procedure is straightforward so it suffices to

sketch the main points and leave the details to the reader.

Consider the following subgroups of G = SI2(K) X K*.

L = {([o1 -°,H-([¿ îH
M =

-1

0 .1, ,1
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Plainly, G/L = Gl2(K) and G/M s PG12(AT) X K*. Let m: G -> G\2(K) and 8:

G -* PG12(ÀT) X K* be the associated quotient morphisms.

Our strategy then is to construct the monoids with unit group G12(AT) and

PG12(AT) X K* as quotients of monoids with group S12(ä:) X K*.

Let Er be as in 4.2. Then we have group actions

L X £r -> Er   and   M X Er -» Er

defined by (a, x) -* a ■ x in each case.

4.3. Definition. £r = Er/L, E'r = E2r/M.

Since L and M are finite Z)-groups [18, §2.2] it follows from [16, Lemma 2.2] that

Er and £/ are normal algebraic varieties. To prove that they are algebraic monoids,

consider the following extension problem.

Er   x Er

■n X 77 I I it

È~r   X E~r-*     £r

Since 77 X 77 is a quotient morphism, it suffices to prove that 77 ° m is constant on

the fibres of 77 X 77.

But if (g, h) G L X L and (x, y)^ ErX Er then

77 ° m(gx, hy) = tr(gxhy) = tr(gh • xy)        (Lis central)

= tr(xy) = 77 » m(x, y)

Thus, the dotted arrow can be filled in uniquely. Similarly, each Er' is an algebraic

monoid with group PG12(ÄT) X K*.

4.4. Proposition. Let E = Eror E'r be as in 4.3 and let T ç £ be the closure of a

maximal torus.

(a) If G = PG12(A-) X K* then

X(f) = {(m,n) g Z2\\m/n\ < r} u{(0,0)}.

(b)//G = G\2(K)then

*(f):=y(r)={(m,n)GZ2||^|^r}u{(0,0)}.

Proof. We have the quotient morphisms

77: S12(AT) X K* -> Gl2(K)    and   0: S\2(K) X K* -+ PG12(AT) X K*

with Ker77 = L and Ker0 = M. Let T <z Sl2(K) X K* be a maximal torus with

X(T) = Z2.

(a) It follows from the definition of M that

X(T/M)= {(m,n)G X(T) \2\n).

Thus, since X(f/M) = X(f ) n X(T/M),

X(f/M) = {(m,n) g X(T) \2\n,\n/m\ < 2r]    [recall£/ = £2r/Ai]

= {(w,n)GZ2||n//n| < r}

under the map (m, n) -» (m, n/2).
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(b) It follows from the definition of L that

X(T/L)= {(m,n) g X(T) \2\m + n).

Hence

X(T/L) = {(w,n)G X(T) \2\m + n,\n/m\ < r)

under the map

,        .      I m — n   m + n\(m,«)-(^-,^-J.        D

This completes the construction of the normal monoids with unit group S12(AT) X

K*, Gl2(K) and PG12(AT) X K*.

We now summarize the numerical information thus far achieved in the classifica-

tion.

Let £ be an algebraic monoid with unit group G as above and maximal torus

T çz G. Let X = X(T), O ç X be the roots and £ = { Fx, £2 } ç X the fundamental

generators (as defined at the beginning of this section). Let (x, y) denote the free

abelian group on the generators x and y.

The polyhedral root system of £ is the triple ( X, 0, £). What follows is a complete

list, for each group G, of the polyhedral root systems of monoids with group G (this

will follow from the results of §5). Although the complete list is not needed for this

paper, we include it in this natural setting for future reference.

X.5. Polyhedral root systems.

g = si2(a:) xk*

X = (x, y), m, n G N,

$= [2y,-2y], m,n>0,

F = {mx + ny, mx — ny), (m, n) = 1.

G = G\2(K)

X = (x, y), m, n g Z,

$ = {x -^ y, y - x}, w>|n|>0,

F = {mx + ny, my + nx}, (w,n) = l.

G= PG12(K)XK*

X = (x, y), m, n g N,

<S> = [y,-y], m, n > 0,

F = {mx + ny, mx — ny), (m, n) = 1.

5. Uniqueness. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate that the monoids

constructed in §4 exhaust the possibilities for irreducible normal algebraic monoids

with 0 and unit group S12(A:) X K*, G\2(K) or PG12(A:) X K*.

Since the proofs in each case are so similar, we shall make the standing assump-

tion that all significant results are to be proved for SI2(K) X K* and merely stated

for the other two groups.
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To fix notation, let £ be a normal, irreducible algebraic monoid with 0 and unit

group SI2(K) X K*. Let f ç £ be the closure in £ of a maximal torus T of

G = S12(A-) XK*.

Let 17: Z -» T denote the normalization of the algebraic monoid T. By equation

(1) of §4 (and the equation preceding it) it is clear that Z = T(r) for some r g Q+.

Consider then, Er as in 4.2. If we let/: G -> £ be the inclusion, then an inclusion

i: G -» Er can be chosen such that the following diagram commutes:

In particular, tj | T = j \ T.

5.1. Lemma. Consider the diagram above. Then the dotted arrow can be filled in

uniquely with an isomorphism of algebraic monoids <p: Er—>E, The same results hold

for the other two groups.

Proof. We have morphisms

/: G(Er) -> E   and   r/: f(r) -» £

such that/1T =1717-. By 3.3, there exists a unique morphism q>: Er -* E extending

both/ and r¡. Let S = {x G £ ¡dimcp^x) > 0}. By [2, Proposition 4.4] S £ £ is

closed. Also G • S ■ G ç S by homogeneity. Hence, £ • S ■ £ ç. S as well because

G ç £ is dense. We thus conclude that if S ¥= 0 then 0 e S. We show 0 G S.

Suppose <p(x) = 0, x g £r. Since Er is regular [14], there exists g, h ^ G(Er) such

that gxh G I(T(r))= {l,e,f,0}. Thus, gxn = 0 since <p\f(r) is finite and sends only

the 0 element to 0. Hence, <p~l(0) = {0}.

By definition of S, qp is thus a finite to one morphism, yet by construction it is

birational. Thus, by ZMT <p is an open embedding. By [12], every idempotent of £ is

conjugate to one of T, and by construction each of these is in the image of <p. It

follows that all idempotents of £ are in the image of <p. Thus <p is also surjective since

in a regular, irreducible monoid £, G ■ 1(E) • G = £.   D

5.2. Corollary. Let E be as above. Then T ç £ is a normal variety.

Proof. By 5.1, T = T(r) which is normal by construction (see [3, Chapter 1] for

more details on normal monoids associated with polyhedra).   D

5.3. Classification Theorem. Let G be one of the groups S12(AT) x K*, G12(AT)

or PG12(AT) X K* and let $(G) denote the set of isomorphy classes of irreducible,
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normal monoids with zero and unit group G. There is a canonical one-to-one correspon-

dence, £(G)= Q+.

Proof. This is mostly summary. By the results of §4, there exists, for each

r g Q +, a monoid £ = £r with

X(f) s X(r) = {(m, n)\\m/n\ < r) u{(0,0)}.

Conversely, by Lemma 5.1, any £ e S(G) is isomorphic to £r for some r g Q+.

The result follows since Er = Es implies T(r) = T(s). But then r = s.   □

Remarks, (i) For the monoids with group PG12(AT) X K*, X(T) of Er is isomor-

phic to X(r). (It is the placement of $ in X(T) that distinguishes S(S\2(K) X K*)

from S(YG\2(K) X K*) numerically (see 4.5))._

(ii) For the monoids with group G12(K), X(T) of Er is isomorphic to

y(r)=((m,n)GZ2

The remainder of this section is devoted to the case of normal monoids without a

zero element. It turns out that there is only one such £ with G c £, for each group

G.

Let £ be irreducible and normal with G = S12(AT) X K*. We assume that G c £,

and also that no element x of £ satisfies x ■ E = {x} = E ■ x. Let J ç £ be the

closure in £ of a maximal torus T of G. If e g T is the minimal idempotent then e is

fixed under the action of NG(T), the normalizer of T in G. By [9, Theorem 2.3],

teS, where S ç G is the identity component of the center of G. Hence, dim(e • T)

> 0 since otherwise e • T = {e} for all maximal tori T of G (e is central and all

maximal tori are conjugate). By [2, Theorem 22.2] or direct computation, U T çz Gis

dense. So we would then have eG = Ge = {e}, contradicting the fact that e is not

the zero.

Consider S çz E and let G' = (G, G) ç G. Define

m-.G'XS^E,       (g,t)^g-t.

5.4. Proposition, m: G' X S -» £ is an isomorphism of algebraic monoids.

Proof, m is birational since S = {1} X K* and G' = S12(ÄT) X {1}. From [6,

Theorem 3.17], it follows that I(T) = {1, e). So 1(E) = {1, e} since e is central and

by [12] every idempotent is conjugate to one in T. Hence m is surjective, since by

[14], £ is a regular monoid. But m is also finite to one since E\G = e • G', and so

dim(eG') = dim(£\ G) = dim £ - 1 = dim G'. We thus conclude from ZMT, that

m is an isomorphism.   D

5.5. Theorem. Let G be one of the groups S12(K) X K*, G12(K) or PG12(ÄT) X K*.

In each case, there is exactly one isomorphy class of normal, irreducible monoid E with

no zero element and unit group G c £.

(a) If G = S\2(K) X K* then E = S12(AT) X K.

(b) If G = G12(ÄT) then E = S12(ÄT) X K/(x, t) ~ (-x, -t).

(c) If G = VG\2(K) X K* then E = PG12(A:) X K.   U

m — n

m + n
< r U{(0,0)}.
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6. Consequences of the classification. The classification in §5 can be embellished

to yield a better picture of the correspondence S(G) = Q+ of Theorem 5.3. It turns

out that each £r e #(C) can be embedded in a commutative diagram of algebraic

monoids

£'      -*       R

Er      ->      £"
h

such that

(i)R = EndK(K2);

(ü) v and h are finite and dominant;

(iii) Ker(«) and Ker(u) are Z)-groups;

(iv) the degrees of v and h are determined by r and G.

The purpose of this section is to exhibit the details of that construction. Again we

adopt the convention of proving the results for SI2(K) X K* and stating the

analogues for the other two groups.

Let Er g S(G). By the results of §5, f of Er has

X(f)= { (w,n)GZ2||m/n| <r} U{(0,0)}.

Write r = n/d where (n, d) = 1.

Initially, our procedure is to construct morphisms

vn:Ea^Er   and   hd: Ea ^ R = EndK(K2)

with the desired properties, where a = 1/d. Define

*„: Sl2(/0 X A-* - Sl2(tf) X K*,       *„(*, <) = (x, r").

The induced map on characters of respective maximal tori is

<p:Z2^Z2,       <p(k,l) = (k,n-l).

But <p(X(r)) çz X(a) since if \k/l\ < r then |A:/n/| = n~l\k/l\ < r/n = a. But <p

dualizes to give a morphism <p: T(a) -» T(r) such that qp^ = ¡P„\T. Applying 3.3

yields a morphism í;: Ea -* Er such that v\c = \p„. We notice also that Ker(u) =

{(1, t) g Sl2(&) X k* 11" = 1} is a finite Z)-group. In particular, degree(t;) = n.

Similarly, one constructs a morphism r\d: Ea -* R of degree 2d with finite D-group

kernel. In this case, we start with the morphism

ß:Sl2(K) X K* -+Gl2(K),   ß(x,t) = x-   '       V
. 0     td.

The details are left to the reader.

6.1. Theorem. Let G = S\2(K) X K*, Gl2(K) or PG12(AT) X K* and let Er g

S (G). There exists a commutative diagram of algebraic monoids

h
£'      ->       R

v I I

Er      -      £'
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such that

(a)R = EndK(K2);

(b) the kernel of each morphism is a finite D-group;

(c)Ker(n)nKer(i>)= {1};

(d) if G = S12(AT) X K* then r = 2 ■ deg(u)/deg(n);

if G = Gl2(K) then r = dcg(v)/deg(h);

ifG = PG12(ÄT) X K* then r = deg(<j)/2 • deg(/i).

Proof. By the previous discussion, we already have the appropriate h and v with

£' = Ea. We must find £' with the desired properties.

Let H = v(Kei(h)) çz E and define E" = E/H. Using the argument immediately

following 4.2, it follows that E" is a normal algebraic monoid and the quotient

morphism tt: £ -» £" is a morphism of algebraic monoids.

We are thus reduced to the following factorization problem.

From the definition of h, it follows that ij: £'/Ker(n) -» R is a finite, birational

morphism of normal, algebraic monoids. Thus, by ZMT, r/ is an isomorphism. But

now we can use the universal property of h since 77 ° v vanishes on Ker(/i). This

concludes the proof.   D
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